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Let G + Aut F be an action of a finite group G on a free group F. The main result of the paper 

is that the maximal free product decomposition F=Ft*F2*...*F,, with factors Ft,Fz. . . ..F. in- 

variant under the action of G, is practically unique. As an application, a classification is obtained 

of all periodic automorphisms of free groups of rank ~5. 

1. Introduction 

For both the intrinsic interest and a close connection with some important groups 

arising in topology, the automorphism groups of free groups have been among the 

most studied particular groups in combinatorial group theory. A considerable 

amount of information about them has accumulated, including highly non-trivial 

and deep results, c.f. [7,8,9, IO]. Yet some basic questions have so far been only par- 

tially answered. Problem 5 from Lyndon’s list [7] reflects the present situation: 

“Determine the structure of Aut F, of its subgroups, 

especially its finite subgroups, and its quotient groups, as 

well as the structure of invidual automorphisms.” 

The present article offers a modest contribution to the understanding of the ways 

in which a finite group can act on a finitely generated free group. Our main result 

is that such an action uniquely decomposes with respect to the free product. 

We shall consider actions 0 : G + Aut F of a finite group G on a finitely generated 

free group F and say that 8 decomposes if there exist non-trivial invariant subgroups 

F’ and F” of F such that F=F’*F”. In this situation we write 8= 0’*8”, where the 

factors 8’ and 8” are restrictions of 0 on F’ and F”. 

Theorem 1. If B=t$*f3,*.-a*B, and e=tl;*tl~*...*O~ are two decompositions of 
B : G + Aut F into indecomposable factors, then r = s and, up to a reordering of fac- 
tors, ej is equivalent to I!?,!, 15 ilr. 
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The paper is almost entirely devoted to proving this theorem. 

The majority of known results about finite subgroups of Aut F [2,3,&l l] is ob- 

tained by using the structure theorem for finite extensions of free groups [ 1,4,13,14]. 

The essence of the method is contained in the realization theorem of Culler [2]: 

Every finite subgroup of Aut F is induced by a group of automorphisms of a graph. 

Our arguments will be based on Culler’s theorem and accompanying it uniqueness 

theorem of [6]. These preliminaries are discussed in the next section. 

The last three short sections contain some applications related to (the classifica- 

tion of) periodic automorphisms of free groups. In [l l] McCool classified elements 

of finite order in Aut F3 (F3 = the free group of rank 3). Proofs that the automor- 

phisms given on the list were pairwise non-conjugate were ad hoc and not supplied. 

For each of these automorphisms one can easily draw a graph realizing it. The ques- 

tion “Can’t we tell non-conjugate automorphisms by looking at the differences in 

the graphs realizing them?” was the origin of the present work. 

2. G-graphs 

As in [6] we shall work with purely combinatorial graphs [8]. The vertex set and 

the edge set of the graph rare denoted by V(r) and E(T); l(e), r(e) and e-r = B are 

respectively the initial vertex, the terminal vertex and the inverse edge of the edge e. 

By a G-graph we shall understand a pointed graph together with a base-point 

preserving action of G on it. The finite group G will be fixed throughout. It is conve- 

nient and usual to assume that G does not invert any edge on graphs on which it 

acts. Every G-graph r induces an action Br of G on rc,(T,*). Two G-graphs r and 

r’ will be called equivalent here if the actions 0, and 19~~ are equivalent. For exam- 

ple, every G-graph is equivalent with a reduced G-graph, where ‘reduced’ means 

that the orbit of every geometric edge is not simply connected [6]. 

An action f3 of G on a free group F is said to be realized by the G-graph r if 0 

is equivalent with 8,. The following is Culler’s Realization Theorem: 

Theorem A [2]. Every action of G on a finitely generated free group is realized by 
a finite G-graph. 0 

If e and e’ are edges of a G-graph r such that e” $ Ge’, r(e) = r(e’) and 

Stab(e) c Stab(e’), then the graph r’ obtained from r by keeping the same vertex 

set and the same edge set but changing the incidence functions to the amount that 

the terminal vertex of xe becomes the initial vertex of xe’ (for every XE G) is a G- 

graph equivalent with K We say that r’ is obtained from I- by the Nielsen transfor- 
mation (e, e’). Of course, (xe,xe’> is the same as (e, e’) (for every x E G). For more 

details about G-graphs and Nielsen transformations the reader is referred to [6]. 

We shall use the term transformation to mean a finite product of Nielsen transfor- 

mations. In particular, if ~=e,e,_, . ..e. is a path in r such that ~(o)=r(e), 
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ei $ Ge ’ I and Stab(e) c Stab(a) = Stab(e,) fl ... fl Stab(e,) then we write (e, o > for 

the product (e, e, > (e, e, _, > ... (e, e, > . The transformation (e, 0 > can be described 

as ‘moving e along 8’ and we shall often say that (T as above is an e-trail. Further- 

more, if z(a) = * we shall say that (T is a basic e-trail. 
Transformations preserve the property of being reduced [6, Lemma 31. For every 

G-graph r we denote by V(T) the set of all graphs which can be obtained by apply- 

ing a transformation to l-and call it the Nielsen class of r. The following theorem 

states that the classes of equivalent G-graphs are essentially the Nielsen classes: 

Theorem B [6]. If r and r’ are equivalent reduced G-graphs, then there exists a 

transformation T applicable to rsuch that TT and r’ are isomorphic G-graphs. 0 

Our arguments will proceed within a fixed Nielsen class V. So fixed sets E and 

V will be the edge and the vertex sets of all members of V. The incidence functions 

in a particular rE V will be denoted by lr and rf . 

3. Restating Theorem 1 in terms of graphs 

It is clear how to define decompositions of G-graphs: rdecomposes if there are 

G-subgraphs r’ and r” whose union is r and which have only base-point in com- 

mon; i.e. r=r’vr” (the wedge product). r’and r” are factors of r. If r=r’vr”, 
then e,=e,-,*t+, but the converse is not true. More precisely, if r is indecom- 

posable, then or need not be indecomposable. For example, take the Z2-graph r 

depicted in Fig. 1, the action being given by a ++ b and c ++ d. This r is obviously in- 

decomposable, but (~,a) transforms it into decomposable graph r’. So the action 

0, on F,, being equivalent with or,, decomposes. A G-graph r such that 8, is in- 

decomposable will be called simple. This is clearly a stronger condition than being 

an indecomposable graph. Observe also that every graph equivalent with a simple 

graph is simple itself. Finally, we define a G-graph to be semisimple if it is a wedge 

product of simple graphs. Every graph is equivalent with a semisimple graph or, in 

other words, every Nielsen class contains a semisimple graph. Indeed, given a G- 

graph r, there is a maximal decomposition 8r=B,*...*~k; if r,, . . ..r. are G- 

graphs realizing or, . . . , flk (their existence is guaranteed by Theorem A), then r is 

equivalent with the semisimple graph r, v ... vr,. 

Every G-graph has a unique (up to the order of indecomposable factors) decom- 

d 

Fig. 1 
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position r= r, V ... VT’. If r is semisimple, then 19~ = 0,, * ... * Brk is a maximal 

decomposition of 13~. We shall say that two G-graphs are strongly equivalent (‘fac- 

torwise’ equivalent) if there is a bijection between their indecomposable factors such 

that every two corresponding factors are equivalent G-graphs. Now we can restate 

Theorem 1: Every two equivalent semisimple G-graphs are strongly equivalent. In 

view of Theorem B this is the same as 

Theorem 1’. Every two semisimple G-graphs belonging to the same Nielsen class are 
strongly equivalent. 

Remark. Let r and r’ be semisimple graphs from the same Nielsen class. Theorem 

l’asserts that there are maximal decompositions r=r, v 1.. VT, and T’=T,‘v ... vr,l 

with r;: equivalent with 6’. But it is not true in general that rj’ should be obtainable 

from r;: by a transformation; passing from r to r’ by a sequence of Nielsen 

r= 

r’= 

= 

e f 

5 ab cd v a’ b’ c’ d’ 0 

V 

Fig. 2. 
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- -, <a,a > 
r- 

<a,.%‘> - r' 

Fig. 3. 

transformations may destroy the original decomposition into k factors and restore 

it differently. For example, take the &-graphs r and r’ in Fig. 2, the action on 

both being the same: a + b + c + d 4 a, a’+ b’+ c’+ d’-+ a’, e-f. Their factors 

obviously do not belong to the same Nielsen class (the edge sets are different) but 

I- and r’ do belong to the same Nielsen class (Fig. 3). 

In order to prove Theorem 1’ we need to have a more detailed knowledge of what 

is going on in a Nielsen class and, in particular, to be able to distinguish semisimple 

graphs in it. Fortunately, there is a class of graphs which is easily geometrically 

characterized and almost coincides with semisimple graphs. These graphs we shall 

call subsided and define them by the condition that no transformation of the form 

(e, CI > increases the degree of the basepoint. Thus, a graph is subsided if and only 

if there are no basic trails for any edge. In the next section we shall prove (Corollary 

2) that every semisimple graph is strongly equivalent with a subsided one. So our 

final restatement of Theorem 1 is the following: 

Theorem 2. All subsided G-graphs belonging to the same Nielsen class are strongly 
equivalent. 

Since every graph strongly equivalent with a semisimple graph is semisimple itself, 

it immediately follows that subsided graphs are semisimple. Thus Theorem 2 gives 

an algorithm for obtaining a maximal decomposition of the action 0,: perform 

transformations of the form (e, o > which increase the degree of * as long as possi- 

ble; eventually the process will stop at a subsided graph whose maximal decomposi- 
tion r, v . . . vr, then gives a maximal decomposition Br,*...*B,, of 8,. 
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4. The main lemma 

A Nielsen class V of G-graphs together with the edge and vertex sets E and I/ of 

its members will be fixed throughout Sections 4-6. Let W be the set of all edges e E E 
which can be incident with *, i.e. such that for some TEV one has zr(e) =* or 

rr(e) = +. Elements of W will be called weak edges; all others will be called strong. 
The partition E= W U S (S = E- W) is central for our treatment; so is the 

following: 

Lemma 1. If e is a weak edge, then every re V contains a basic e-trail or a basic 
P-trail. 

Proof. We prove the following statement from which the lemma immediately 

follows: If TEV contains a basic e-trail and if (e,,e2> : r-r’, then r’ contains a 

basic e-trail or a basic P-trail. 

Let o be a basic e-trail in I-. If (e,, e,) moves neither e nor any edge of 0, then 

(T remains an e-trail in I-‘. If (e,, e,) moves e then, without a loss of generality, 

er = e or er = c and in both cases no edge of o is moved by (e,, ez ). If el = c?, then 

o remains a basic e-trail in r’ and if e, =e, then acz is a basic e-trail in r’. 

So we are left with the case when some edge xe:’ occurs in o (and, as a conse- 

quence, ee Gel* ‘). Write 

where E;= -t 1, elj=xjel and no xer” occurs in Oi, i=O, 1, . . . , k. 
If in this situation ez$ Ge”, then 

o’= ~o(e11e21)c’~1(e12e22) c2 
... hkeZkPok, 

with e,;=xie2, is a basic e-trail in r’. (See Fig. 4 for an example.) 

The final case to be considered is when, with o as above, e2 or Q is in the orbit 

Ge. If E, = -1, then oO is a basic ez,-trail in both r and r’ (Fig. 5(a)). If E, = 1, then 

oc,e,r is a basic P2,-trail in r’ (Fig. 5(b)). Since e E Ge,:’ , it follows that r’ contains 

a basic e-trail or a basic C-trail. Cl 

Corollary 1. In a subsided graph, every weak edge is incident with *. 0 

Corollary 2. Every semisimple G-graph is strongly equivalent with a subsided 

graph. 

Fig. 4. 
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(a) 

Fig. 5. 

(b) 

Proof. Let r be semisimple and r= I’, V ...Vr, its maximal factorization. Suppose 

r is not subsided, i.e. there is an edge e not incident with * in r and a basic e-trail 

rs in r. We may assume that (T is without self-intersections, so e and o entirely belong 

toa~,saytor,.Now(e,a)r=((e,a)r,)vT,v ... V& is strongly equivalent with 

r (because (e, ci )r, is simple). Continuing the process we eventually arrive at a 

subsided graph strongly equivalent with r. q 

Corollary 3. No Nielsen transformation is of the form (e,, e2 > with el strong and 
e2 weak. (Strong edges cannot move along weak edges.) 

Proof. Assume the contrary. There are two cases to be considered separately. 

(i) Stab(e,) = Stab(e2). Consider Fig. 6. It follows by symmetry that el E W H e2 E 
W - a contradiction. (To put this in more detail, let r’= (2, P2 > (4, el > (e,, e2 jr. 

There is an equivariant isomorphism f: r + r’ which fixes I/ and all edges not 

belonging to the orbit of ef I or et ’ and such that f(xe,) =xe2 and f(xe2) =xC, for 

all XE G. So o is a basic e; ‘-trail in r if and only if f(o) is a basic e: ‘-trail in r’.) 

(ii) Stab(e,) 5 Stab(e,). Here Stab(e,) 5j Stab(a) for every basic e2-trail rs and so 

no edge of Ger’ ’ occurs in cr. Thus basic e2-trails are in this case basic er-trails too. 

Similarly, if o is a basic c2-trail, then ae2 is a basic er-trail. So el must be a weak 

edge - a contradiction. 0 

Fig. 6. 
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Corollary 4. Two vertices which can be joined by a strong path (that is, a path con- 
sisting entirely of strong edges) in some r~ V can be joined by a strong path in every 
rC v. 

Proof. Suppose that vertices a and b can be joined by a strong path in I- and let 

r’= (e,e’>r. It suffices to show that a and b can be joined by a strong path in r’. 

If e is a weak edge, this is true because in this case the strong paths in r’ are the 

same as the strong paths in r. It is also true if both e and e’ are strong: every occur- 

rence of xe” in a path joining a with b in r should be replaced by x(ee’) “. The 

remaining case when e is strong and e’ weak does not occur by Corollary 3. 0 

Every G-graph admits an obvious decomposition r= R(r)vS(T), where R(T) 

-the rose of r - consists of all loops at *. Now we are in position to define a much 

finer natural decomposition of subsided graphs. Observe first that Corollary 4 

defines an invariant equivalence relation on V- { *}, a-b if there is a strong path 

connecting a with b in some (and hence in all) rev. Let = be the smallest 

equivalence relation on I/-- ( *} which contains - and has invariant classes and let 

V-{*}=Vr+V*+ ... + V, be the partition into equivalence classes of 1. 

Corollary 5. Every subsided graph TeV has a decomposition 

r= R(r)vS,(r)v...vSk(r), 

where the vertex set of S,(T) is V, U { * > (1 I r< k). 

Proof. Follows from Corollaries 1 and 4. 0 

Our strategy for proving Theorem 2 will be to show that for every two subsided 

graphs r, r’E V, R(T) and R(T’) are strongly equivalent and that S,(T) and S,(P) 

are simple and equivalent. 

Since strong edges can move only along strong edges (Corollary 3) it easily follows 

that for every strong edge e there is r (1 trek) such that for every re V both z,-(e) 

and s,(e) belong to V,. Thus we obtain the invariant partition S=S, + ... + Sk of 

the set of strong edges with the property that eE S, if and only if zr(e), rr(e) E V, 

for every rEv. 
Observe that if (e, e’) is a Nielsen transformation applicable to some re V and 

eES,, then e/ES, too. It follows that if r’=(e,,e:)(e,,e,‘)Tand e,ES,, esES,, 

then r’=(e,,e,‘>(e,,e:>r. Assume now I-‘= (e,,e:)(e,e’)rwith e,ES, and eE W. 
If e’@Ge”‘, then we have T’=(e,e’)(e,,e:)r. If e’EGe”, it is no loss of 

generality to assume e’= e, or e’= cr. It is easy to check that in the first case we 

have r’= (e,e,e:>(e,,e:)rand in the second case r’= (e,@,.)>(e,,e:)r. As a con- 

sequence we obtain 
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Lemma 2. Let r,r’~V. Then r’=T,T,T,_, ... T,r where T, moves only weak 
edges and T, moves only edges belonging to S, (15 r I k). 0 

5. A characterization of subsided graphs 

From the previous section we see that it is weak edges which make complications 

in a Nielsen class V. For, according to Corollary 3, the strong parts of graphs of 

V are rather independent and, since strong edges always stay away from *, their im- 

pact on decompositions of graphs of V is clear - they just keep all vertices of each 

V, in the same factor for every decomposition. On the other hand, weak edges 

behave rather wildly; for instance, they can move from S,(T) to &(r’) as is 

demonstrated by the example following the statement of Theorem 1’. The aim of 

this section is to understand their behaviour; after that, the proof of Theorem 2 will 

be straightforward. 

First we need to generalize the relation - on vertices. Let H be a subgroup of G. 

For every rE V we define - T,H on V- { *} by a -T,H b if a and b can be connected 

in r by a strong path fixed by H. (For H= 1 we have -T,H is just - .) In the same 

way as we did in Corollary 4, we can now prove that -r,H does not depend on r, 

So we denote this equivalence relation by -H. Its classes will be called H-classes 
and C,(a) will denote the H-class containing the vertex a. Clearly H c H’ implies 

C,,(a) G C,(a); in particular, every H-class is contained in some V,. 
An edge e will be called an H-edge if Stab(e) = H. We shall say that an H-class 

C is occupied in I- if C contains an endpoint of a weak H-edge. Notice that it is 

possible that a subset C of V- { *} be at the same time an H-class and an H’-class 

for H’#H but its being occupied as an H-class is not the same as being occupied 

as an H/-class. Finally, we define an H-class to be an essential H-class if it is oc- 

cupied (as an H-class) in every l-e V. 

Lemma 3. Let C be an H-class occupied in some re V. Then, for every r’ E V there 
is H’ 2 H and an H’-class C’ which is contained in C and occupied in r’. 

Proof. We can assume r’= (e,e’>r. The lemma is true with H’=H and C’=C 

unless e is a weak H-edge with rr(e) E C and e’ a weak edge. In the latter case we 

can take H’=Stab(e’) and C’=C,,(a). q 

Corollary 6. Every H-class occupied in some TEV contains an essential H’-class 
for some H’ 2 H. 

Proof. Let C be an H-class occupied in r. If it is not essential, there is r’EV in 

which C is not occupied. But, by Lemma 3, there must be an H’-class C’ c C which 

is occupied in r’. Since H’ZH, iterating the argument we shall eventually end up 

with an essential class contained in C. q 
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The last corollary guarantees the existence of essential classes. Observe that XC 

(XE G) is an essential Hx-class whenever C is an essential H-class (HX =xHx-I). 

Thus G acts on the set of all essential classes. (Again we want to remark that the 

same subset of V may be an essential H-class for different H and that we should 

distinguish the H-class C and the H’-class C when H# H’. Of course, we could have 

put this in a formally correct way by defining classes as pairs (C,H) etc.) 

Define now O,, . . . , 0, to be all orbits of essential classes. For every Oi there is 

HI G such that every element of 0; is an essential H/-class, where H’ is a con- 

jugate of H. So we may define the index of 0; by ind(Oi) = j G : H 1. Now we state 

the main result of this section. 

Lemma 4. Let d= # W- Cy!, ind(0,). For every TEV and every i, 1 cilm, the 
number of weak edges having in r an endpoint in &,,, C is 1 ind(Oi). For every 
TE V one has deg,( *) I d with the equality if and only if r is subsided. 

Proof. Let C be an H-class belonging to 0;. So there is a weak H-edge e such that 

rr(e) E C. Then for every x E G, r,(xe) E XC E Oi . Since # Ge = 1 G : H 1 = ind(O;), 

the first statement of the lemma follows. 

Now we prove deg,(*) ad for every rE V. In view of Lemma 1 we may assume 

that * is an endpoint in rof every weak edge. By the first paragraph of the proof, 

there exist weak edges e,, . . . , e,, such that rr(xei) E U Oi for every XE G and 

1 I is m. Since # Ge;= ind(Oi), it suffices to prove that e, $ Gej when i#j. Assume 

the contrary, i.e. cj=xe; for some XE G and i#j. Let H= Stab(ei). So there is an 

essential H-class CEO; and an essential Hx-class C’EO, such that T,-(e,)~ C and 

tr(e,) E C’. Since XC is an essential Hx-class which contains r,-(xci) and ej =xe;, it 

follows that XC= C’ - a contradiction. 

So we have proved deg( *) I d for every rE V. A consequence of this is that every 

r with degr(*) =d is subsided. It only remains to prove that a graph TEV with 

deg,( *) < d cannot be subsided. 

Assume deg,( *) < d and that in r every weak edge had * as an endpoint. (If the 

last assumption is not met, r is not subsided by Lemma 1.) Let as above el, . . . , e, 

be weak edges emanating from * and terminating at vertices which respectively 

belong to essential classes C,, . . . , C,,, such that C, E 0;. From deg,( *) < d we get 

that there exists a weak edge e with rl,(e) = * #r,(e) and eE Ge, U ... U Ge,. Let 

H= Stab(e) and let C be the H-class containing re. From Lemma 2 we obtain an 

essential H’-class C’c C with H’ 1 H. Then C’=xCj for some XE G and 1 rjlm. 
Let (T be a strong path fixed by H which connects rr(xcj)E C’ with tr(e). Then 

(xe,)o is a basic e-trail in r and therefore r is not subsided. q 

6. Proof of Theorem 2 

Assuming that J;r’E V are subsided we shall prove the following three facts: 
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(a) R(T) is strongly equivalent with R(T’); 

(b) each S,(T) is simple; 

(c) S,(T) is equivalent with S,(T’), 1 sr<k. 

In view of Corollary 5, this will prove Theorem 2. 

(a) We have two partitions W= Wo+ W, and W= Wd+ W,’ where W, and Wd 
are the sets of all loops at * in r and r’ respectively. Both partitions are invariant. 

Furthermore, W, and Wd are respectively the edge sets of R(T) and R(T’). Proving 

the equivalence of R(T) and R(T’) is clearly the same as proving that W, and Wd 
are equivalent G-sets. We shall prove that W, and W,’ are equivalent G-sets and 

this will clearly suffice. 

Let el, . . . , em be weak edges such that (zy(eJ = * and) r,-(ei) E U 0;. We have seen 

in the proof of Lemma 4 that Gejn Gej=O for i#j and that WI = Gel + ... + 
Ge,+GP,+ ... +GP,. Similarly, W{=Ge;+ .a. +Geh+GC;+ ... +G&, where 

I,-(el) = * and sr(el) E U 0;. Since e; and e( have conjugate stabilizers, the orbits 

Ge, and Ge,! are equivalent G-sets. Hence W, and W,’ are equivalent G-sets. 

(b) Suppose S,(r) is not simple. Then, for some transformation T, TS, (I-) = 
A/VA”, where d’ and d” are non-trivial. Then TT=R(T)Vn’Vo~VS,(T)V...V 

Sk(r) E V and in view of Corollary 4 and the definition of the partition I/- { *} = 

v1+ ... + V, it follows that one of d’, A” (say A’) is a rose. Thus R(TT) > 
R(T)vd’. But this contradicts the fact (which immediately follows from Lemma 4) 

that the number of edges in the rose of any graph in V is 5 # W-2C ind(Oi) with 

the equality if and only if the graph is subsided. 

(c) Write r’= T,TkTk_,... T,T where, as in Lemma 2, T, moves only weak 

edges and T, (1 ITI k) moves only edges belonging to S,(r). 

Let r”= T, T,-, ... T,r. Then I-” is subsided, R(T”)=R(T) and S,(T”) = 

T,S,(T) for every r. In particular, s,(r”) is equivalent with S,(r). Therefore, in 

order to prove that S,(T) is equivalent with s,(r’) we may assume that T=T”, i.e. 

that all transformations T,, . . . , Tk are trivial. 

So let r’= TJ. Let O;, . . . . 0;~ {O,, . . . . 0,) be all orbits of essential classes 

contained in V,. Choose a representative Cj in each 0; and let Hi c G be such that 

Cj is an essential Hj-class (1% i<p). Let ei and el be weak H,-edges such that 

rr(ej) E Ci and r,-,(e~~) E C;. Since r and I-’ are subsided, S,(T) and S,(T’) are sub- 

sided too and hence W,= (Gel + ... + Ge,)” and W,‘= (Ge; + ... + Geh)*’ are sets 

of weak edges of S,(T) and S,(Y) respectively. 

Let (si (1 lisp) be a strong path in r connecting tr(el) with tr(ei). Then 

T=(e,,a,)... (e,, up> is a transformation applicable to I: Let r”= TP, we have 

got rr(ei)=tr(e,‘). Also S,(Y)= T&(r), so S,(r”) and S,(T) are equivalent. 

It remains to see that S,(r”) and S,(T’) are equivariantly isomorphic. Both 

graphs have the vertex set V, U { *} and their edge sets are W, U S, and Wr’ U S, 
respectively. It is easy to see that the graph map @J : S,(r”) -+ S,(F) defined to be 

the identity map on vertices and on S,, and on W, given by 0 : xei’ ’ ++ (xel)’ ‘, is 
an equivariant isomorphism. 
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!i 
2.1 (2,l) 

A 

1.1 (1,l) 1.2 (2,l) 

Fig. 7. Rank one. 

2.2 (3,l) 2.3 (2,2) 2.4 (4,1) 

Fig. 8. Rank two. 

3.1 (3,l) 3.2 (4,l) 3.3 (3,2) 3.4 (632) 

3.5 (6,2) 3.6 (2,3) 

Fig. 9. Rank three. 

3.7 (6,l) 
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7. A list of indecomposable cyclic actions on F, , n 5 5 

41 

This section contains empirical material only. We just list all non-equivalent 

reduced indecomposable subsided &-graphs of rank I 5 and all possible k. 

Making the list did not require any particular effort. 

The base vertex is in each case distinguished by encircling. 

Under each graph there is a pair of numbers (k, m) where k is the order of the 

4.1 (4,l) 4.2 (5,l) 

v 

4.6 (6,Z) 

1 

4.7 (6,3) 

f T 

4.11 (6,3) 4.12 (6,2) 

F 

4.16 (2,4) 4.17 (6,l) 

4.3 (6,2) 4.4 (4,2) 

4.13 (2.3) 4.14 (2,3) 

4.18 (4,2) 4.19 (4,2) 

4.5 (4,2) 

1 

4.10 (6,3) 

B 

4.15 (6,3) 

x 

4.20 (8,l) 

Fig. 10. Rank four. 
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5.1 (5,l) 5.2 (6,l) 5.3 (5,2) 5.4 (10,2) 5.5 (6,3) 

5.6 (4,2) 5.7 (12,2) 5.8 (4,3) 5.9 (4,3) 5.10 (493) 

5.11 (12,2) 5.12 (6,3) 5.13 (6,4) 5.14 (6,3) 5.15 (6,3) 

5.16 (6,4) 5.17 (6,4) 5.18 (12,3) 5.19 (12,3) 5.20 (3,4) 

Fig. 11. Rank five. 
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5.21 (6,4) 

5.26 (6,4) 

5.22 (6,4) 

5.27 (12,3) 

5.23 (6,4) 5.24 (10,2) 

P s- 
5.28 (6,4) 5.29 (6,4) 

5.25 (12,3) 

5.30 (6,4) 

5.31 (6,3) 5.32 (6,4) 5.33 (6.4) 5.34 (6,3) 5.35 (6,4) 

5.36 (2,s) 5.37 (6,3) 5.38 (12,2) 5.39 (10,2) 

Fig. 11. (Contd.) 
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cyclic group acting and m is the number of orbits of geometrical edges. The graph 

and the pair (k, m) uniquely (and in the way which should be visible) determine the 

action. So there is no need to write down the actions explicitly. 

8. Periodic automorphisms of free groups of rank ~5 

The classification of periodic automorphisms of F, is for n = 2 due to Meskin 

[12] and for n = 3 to McCool [l I]. Using the list of the preceding section, here we 

reprove their results and extend to obtaining all periodic automorphisms of F,, for 

n=4 and n=5. 

There is a slight difference between the task of classifying (up to conjugacy) 

automorphisms of F, of order k and that of classifying (up to equivalence) i&- 

graphs of rank n. For the latter is in fact the task of classifying (up to conjugacy) 

cyclic subgroups of order k in Aut F,. And there may well be non-conjugate 

elements of the same order in Aut F, such that the cyclic subgroups of Aut F, they 

generate are conjugate. A minimal example of this (and incidentally a counter- 

example to [5, Corollary 21) follows. 

Example. Consider graphs r, and r, depicted in Fig. 12. Let aj be the (essentially 

unique) automorphism of order 10 of rj which permutes vertices so that 1 + 2 + 

3 + 4 + 5 + 1. Fix a generator a of Z10 and let 6, : Z,, + Aut c, O,(a) = ai define the 

structure of a Z,,-graph on l-r and r,. Let a, and a2 be automorphisms of F,, 

realized by al and a2 respectively. Of course, a, and cy2 are determined up to con- 

jugacy. For both r, and r, there are two Nielsen transformations applicable (‘rota- 

tion of radial edges in f 2n/5’ for r, and ‘rotation of radial edges in f 4~15 for 

J’,). As is easily seen, both Nielsen tranformations applicable to r; give rise to a 

Zre-graph equivariantly isomorphic with l-i;. Since r, and r, are reduced and since, 

as is also easily seen, they are not equivariantly isomorphic, it follows by Theorem 

Fig. 12. 
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B that r, and r’ are non-equivalent Z,,-graphs. In other words, a1 and a2 are not 

conjugate. 

On the other hand, if we define the action of ZiO on r, by /3; : Zlo + Aut I-, , 
e;(a) = a; ) then r, and r2 become equivariantly isomorphic. That is, ai is con- 

jugate in Aut F,, with a2. 

Remark. In the same manner one can, for every k2 10 which is not a prime, get 

an automorphism a of some F, which has order k and is not conjugate to some of 

its powers of the same order. Khramtsov (private communications) has constructed 

an automorphism of F2i5 of order 60 which is not conjugate to any of its powers. 

The number 10 above is minimal because, if (Y E Aut F, is of order k< 10 and if 

gcd(t, k) = 1, then a is conjugate in Aut F,, with ~2. The number 10 is minimal in 

another sense too: If a E Aut F,, n < 10, and if cr and a’ are of the same order, then 

they are conjugate. Both these minimality statements have straightforward proofs 

which we do not include. 

So, in general, a given &-graph may realize several non-conjugate automor- 

phisms. However, this is not the case for any of the graphs in Figs 7-11. For, as 

we have already remarked and is readily seen, there is essentially (i.e. up to an equi- 

variant isomorphism) only one &-structure on each of them, k being the first com- 

ponent of the pair of numbers associated with each of these graphs. 

We can conclude that irreducible automorphisms of F, , n 5 5 are all in fact given 

in Figs 7-l 1. In general, for every automorphism a of Aut F, there is a maximal 

decomposition F, = F,, * +..*Fn, invariant under (x and if aj (j= l,...,r) is the 

restriction of (Y on Fn,, then aj are all irreducible. Moreover, by Theorem 1, the 

Table 1. Rank two (Meskin) 

type order 

1 2 3 4 

(2) 2 1 1 4 
(19 1) 1 2 3 

1 4 1 1 I 7 

Table 2. Rank three (McCool) 

type order 

1 2 3 4 6 I 

(3) 1 2 1 3 7 

(L2) 4 1 2 8 

(1,L 1) 1 3 4 

1 8 3 3 4 19 
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Table 3. Rank four 

type order I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12 I 

(4) 1 3 5 1 8 1 1 20 

Cl,31 2 2 2 8 14 

(2,2) 3 1 3 2 1 10 

(A1.2) 6 1 3 2 12 

(l,l, l,l) 1 4 5 

1 16 7 13 1 20 1 2 61 

Table 4. Rank five 

me 

(5) 

(174) 

(273) 

(1, 193) 

(1,2,2) 

(l,l, A21 

(LLhL1) 

order 

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 

1 1 4 2 21 3 7 39 

6 1 10 1 17 2 1 2 40 

2 2 4 14 6 28 

3 2 3 13 21 

6 1 6 5 2 20 

8 1 4 3 16 

1 5 6 

1 31 8 31 3 73 2 4 17 TV 170 

numbers r and ~zi, . . . , n, such that 15 n, I -1. 5 n, and automorphisms or, . . . , a, are 

all uniquely determined by cr. We call the r-tuple (n,, . . . , n,) the type of (Y. Clearly, 

the order of a is the least common multiple of orders of oj. 

Therefore, to find all automorphisms of F,, 115.5, we consider all partitions 

n = ~1, + ..e + n, and all possible r-tuples (a,, . . . , a,) where Olj is an irreducible 

automorphism of Fn,. An account of the numbers of automorphisms obtained this 

way is given in Tables l-4. 

9. Elements of prime order in Aut F,, 

Elements of prime order in Aut F, were described first by Dyer and Scott [3] (cf. 

also [2]). Here we derive their result and the corresponding uniqueness result. The 

latter is that every element of prime order p is, up to conjugacy, determined by the 

free product decomposition given in [3, Theorem 31. 

So let p be a prime and r a reduced subsided ZP-graph. If e is an edge of r such 

that Stab(e) = 1, then e can move along any edge incident with it which in turn im- 

plies that e is weak edge and so e is incident with the basepoint. Assume that z(e) = *. 
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e; 
e; l *. e’ 

5 
q . . . 

el e2 ep 

I J K 
cl 

Fig. 13. 

Then r(xe) = r(e), for otherwise r would not be reduced. Now it follows that the 

stabilizer of every strong edge is the whole ZPp, i.e. that strong edges are all loops. 

From these observations one easily concludes that the only indecomposable reduced 

subsided &-graphs are the ones depicted in Fig. 13. 

The edges e;, . . . , ei in K4 are fixed and the edges e,, . . . , ep are in both J and K4, 

permuted by the action of ZP. 

Clearly, J realizes a unique (up to conjugacy) element of order p in Aut Fp and 

similarly K4 realizes a unique element of order p in Aut Fp+4- 1 . 

Every Y&,-graph is then equivalent to a graph of the form 

T(s,t,qr, .*., qr) = IS*Jf*K4,*...*KQ,, 

where IS denotes the wedge product of s copies of I, and similarly for J’. The rank 

of this graph is s+tp+r(p-l)+q,+ ... +qr. By Theorem 1, T(s,t,ql,...,q,) is 

equivalent with I’@‘, t’, q;, . . . , q:,) if and only if the tuples (s, t, ql, . . . , qr) and 

(s’,t’,&..., q:,) are equal, up to a permutation of q’s. 

If follows that the tuples (s, t, ql, . . . , qr) with properties 

s,t,rrO, 0 54, 5 ... I qr, s+tp+r(p-l)+q,+***+q,=n 

classify automorphisms of order p of F,. 
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